Make your home more
beautiful with Shutters
We are one of the longest established and
most experienced specialist shutter company
in Western Australia. We offer a design and
install service across the Perth metro area.
We have great quality products with
professional installers and supply only is also
available.
We have a choice of five different ranges
available, each with its own features and
benefits.

Shaped W indows are no problem
Shutters for more unusual shaped windows are an excellent solution. Any
shape can be copied perfectly to give a stunning aesthetic and great light
block out. This way the feature window is not lost behind curtains or
roman’s, and a buildings character is reinforced in the designs of the
shutters. We can provide solutions for previously impossible to dress
windows, as all our products are custom made to fit, we can create circular,
hexagonal, triangular, arched and angled windows, whatever unusual design
you have, Perth Eagle Blinds can help. Shutters are perfect for Perths
architectural shaped windows and the best solution to increase your
property value too.

American White Oak, also known as basswood
is our most popular product, it’s a Timber
hardwood & is used extensively. The design
and manufacture are formidable, and the
standard paint finish UV resistant.
Shutters offer a contemporary and stylish
alternative to other window dressings, either
as solid shutters or adjustable louvres
“plantation shutters” with an array of
designs, styles and finishes to choose from,
they are incredibly functional, attractive and
surprisingly affordable.
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Shutters
Quality, style, sophistication &
easy to clean, make Shutters a
must have for any quality home

	
  

Quality is
Certified
All timber products we use
for Shutters carry the
Forestry Stewardship
Council Certification, which
ensures responsible and
sustainable growth &
complies with the FSC Chain
of Custody program that
ensures the suppliers are
caring for the environment.
Perth Eagle Blinds has been
in business since 1983 and
were the trusted name in
Blinds, Shutters, Tinting &
Flooring.

Types of Shutters we ha ve available
W ood lore Shutter s- Made of ABS UV Treated Polymer/MDF composite
Tim ber Look Shutte rs- Made of ABS plastic, hardwearing, waterproof,
much stronger than PVC
Phoe nix wood Shutte rs - Made of Phoenix wood, has a grain & color like
Tasmanian oak, very strong and wont warp or twist
Am e ric an Hard w ood Shutter s- Our most popular Hardwood timber
shutters are American Hardwood and have been for many years. This is a
great product

Above picture- Bifold Shutters

C anad ian C ed ar Shutte rs - Cedar is a beautiful premium timber for
Shutters. Cedar isn’t a hard wood, but its natural colour makes it a great
choice

“Shutters are not only practical and functional, they are like a piece of art”
Quoted by Paul Assinder- Sales Director/Designer

Tier on Tier shutters are the most versatile
shutter style there is, the top and bottom sets of
shutters operate independently of each other.
Providing the ability to have the lower tier closed
giving privacy, whilst the top tier can be fully
opened revealing an abundance of natural light
and often uninterrupted skyline.
These shutters are housed in a track either at the top, bottom or
both, which allows the shutters to glide gently across the floor.
Shutters placed on a tracking system can bi-pass by sliding over
each other or bi-fold back with a concertina action. Tier on Tier can
be used on most windows; it is very popular. It is available in all our
ranges depending on design. These shutters are housed in a track
either at the top, bottom or both, which allows the shutters to glide
gently across the floor. Shutters placed on a tracking system can bipass by sliding over each other or bi-fold back with a concertina
action. Most popular option with shutters is hinged though, simple
and effective, double hinged is also available.
Tracking systems allow us to shutter large openings including
patios, large sliding glazed openings, room dividers, the possibilities
are endless. We offer a bespoke installation service for shutters and
give you a 15 year warranty.

Hinges come in the above colours

